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 Peak Customs Duty to Fall from 10% to 7.5%.

 Minimum Import Duty of 1% on All Imports.

 Capital Goods Duty falls from 7.5% to EPCG Rate of 3%.

 All Exemptions under Review

 Excise Duty and Service Tax to be Raised  to 12%.

 GST from 1 April 2012?
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India Japan Sign Trade Pact
90% of Lines Covered Zero Duty in 10 years

The Japanese government said Tuesday that
it would sign a free trade agreement with

India that would abolish duties on more than 90
per cent of trade for 10 years.

Foreign Minister Seiji Maehara and Indian
Commerce and Industry Minister Anand Sharma
were to conclude the accord on Wednesday,
officials said, reports IANS.

The deal would eliminate tariffs on 90 per
cent of Japanese exports to India, such as auto
parts and electric appliances, and 97 per cent of
imports from India, including agricultural and
fisheries products, until
2021. Rice is, however,
out of the agreement
with Japan firm on its
high tariff and NTBs.

Analysts say that
closer commercial ties
with New Delhi may
pave the way for
Japanese investment in
rare-earth resources,
which are used in a
variety of  high tech
products from iPads to
solar panels.  Japan has been actively seeking
new supply sources after China, which accounts
for roughly 97 percent of the global supply of the
metals, cut exports last year.  Although the
agreement does not directly cover rare earths,
the Japanese foreign ministry said it could make
it easier for Japanese companies to invest in
resource development in India.

“India is a very big market and sharply
growing,” Trade Minister Banri Kaieda told a
news conference.

“With the accord, the government can support
Japanese firms doing business in India, which
seeks infrastructure technologies from Japan.”

Japan and India are also to continue talks on
lifting employment restrictions to allow Indians
to work in Japan as nurses and care givers.

Japan, which is bracing itself for increasing
health care requirements as its population ages,
hopes to conclude the talks within two years, the
government said.

Anand Sharma, Union Minister of Commerce
and Industry and Japanese Foreign Minister,
Mr. Seiji Maehara signed the Comprehensive
Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA)
between India and Japan on 16 February 2011
covering goods, services and investment. In
this Agreement 90% of Indian tariff lines are
covered while Japan has covered 5% more
lines than India.

Sensitive sectors for India are fully protected

including agriculture, fruits, spices, wheat,
basmati rice, edible oils, wines and spirits and
also certain categories of industrial products
such as auto and auto parts.

Japan has committed to give the same
treatment for Indian generics as their domestic
industry. Apart from this, Indian agricultural
produce including instant tea and seafood will
find their way in the Japanese market. The
textile products including readymade garments
will gain market access. The Japanese side
have also lowered their tariffs for petrochemicals

and chemical
products, jewellery
and cement.

In the services
sector India has
obtained conside-
rable concessions
including commit-
ments for providing
greater access for
contractual supp-
liers, professionals
such as account-
ants, researchers,

tourist guides and management consultants
who will now be able to provide their services in
Japan. Japan has also committed to cover not
only computer engineers but whole range of
engineering services such as mechanical,
electrical, construction, industrial, design
engineers and project management specialists.
For the first time ever, Japan has agreed to
grant additional category of instructors for yoga
practitioners, classical musical and dance
practitioners, chefs and English language
teachers. The negotiations are also on for
creating greater openings for Indian nurses and
care givers. For bilateral investment, India has
committed to the current national policy on
foreign investment and this signals the greater
participation of Japanese investors into Indian
economy. Similarly the Agreement also covers
intellectual property rights for the first time and
the parameters of our commitments on these
are circumscribed by national legislation and
agreement in TRIPs.

In his meeting with Foreign Minister Maehara,
Indian Commerce Minister Sharma set a target
of doubling bilateral trade to US $ 25 billion by
2014 and reiterated his suggestion of
establishment a Joint Revolving Fund of US $ 9
billion for kick starting the Delhi-Mumbai
Industrial Corridor Project.

Mr. Sharma also addressed CEOs from India
and Japan at a business event organized jointly
by CII and Nippon Keidanren.

EU Sued Over Secrecy
Surrounding FTA Talks with
India

A corporate watchdog has sued the
European Commission for failing to share

with transparency campaigners documents
discussed with industry groups concerning
the EU’s ongoing free trade agreement
negotiations with India.

In a case filed at the EU’s General Court
on Tuesday, Corporate Europe Observatory
has accused the Commission of “discrimi-
nating in favour of corporate lobby groups
and of violating the EU’s transparency rules.”

Corporate Europe Observatory said the
case was a “last resort,” the result of the
Commission’s refusal to provide full access
to meeting minutes and other communication
between EU governments and a wide range
business groups concerning the EU-India
negotiations.   The  Commission  censored
some documents to delete comments on
both sides’ negotiating positions, even though
those comments were shared with industry
groups in India and Europe, the watchdog
alleges.

“If the Commission has already shared
information with the business world at large,
the same information cannot suddenly
become confidential when a public interest
group asks for it,” said Pia Eberhardt, a trade
campaigner with the group. “This is a case of
manifest discrimination and violates the EU’s
access to information rules.”

Eberhardt argued that sharing information
with big business but not with public interest
groups leads to “a trade policy which caters
for big business needs, but which has
devastating effects for people’s rights and
the environment.”

The Commission insists that the secrecy
is necessary to avoid undermining the EU’s
foreign relations.

In the EU-India negotiations, both sides
remain confident that an agreement will be
concluded this year. In addition to concerns
that the EU’s demands on intellectual
property will threaten access to affordable
generic drugs in India and abroad, retail
services liberalisation has been a contentious
issue, with critics of the deal worried that
street vendors and small shop owners in
India will be unable to compete with large
European supermarket chains like Carrefour
and Tesco and Metro. Differences over
automotive trade are also proving to be a
source of irritation in the talks.
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DGFT Clarification on Cotton
Yarn Export quota
Subject: Restriction on export of Cotton yarn-
Exemption from the quantity ceiling of 720 million
Kg for export of (i) cotton yarn manufactured out
of imported raw cotton (ii) cotton yarn by 100%
EOUs and (iii) Value Added Special Yarn and
Technical Yarn upto 31.03.2011.

20-Pol.Cir Export of cotton yarn was
14.02.2011 restricted by Notification
(DGFT) No. 14(RE-2010)/2009-14 of

22.12.2010 and therefore its
export is now permitted under licence to be
issued by DGFT. Vide Policy Circular No. 07(RE-
2010)/2009-14 Dated: 22.12.2010, it was

informed that the
Government has put a
quantity ceiling of 720
million Kgs. for export
of cotton yarn during the
year 2010-11(i.e. upto
31.03.2011). 
2. Subsequently,
through Notification No.
18(RE-2010)/2009-14
of 24.01.2011, export
of cotton yarn by

manufacturers who manufacture and export
cotton yarn exclusively out of imported raw
cotton was exempted from the restric tion
imposed on export of cotton yarn subject to a
certificate from the jurisdictional Central Excise
Authority certifying that the yarn has been
manufactured exclusively out of the imported
raw cotton.
3. It is clarified that the quantity ceiling of 720
million Kgs. for export of cotton yarn during the
year 2010-11 shall not be applicable on following:

(i) Export of Cotton Yarn manufactured
exclusively out of imported raw cotton

Procedure to obtain export licence:- Concerned
manufacturers only can apply for licence to the
concerned RA along with (a) ANF 2D (b) Proof
of import of raw cotton having been imported on
or after 01.10.2010 (c) Details of cotton yarn
manufactured by using the cotton so imported
(d) Quantity exported already out of cotton yarn
so manufactured. Export against the licences so
issued must be completed by 31.03.2011.

(ii) Export of Value Added Special Yarn and
Technical Yarn by the original manufacturers
of such yarn

Procedure to obtain export licence:- Concerned
manufacturers only can apply. Licence to be
obtained from concerned RA. Applications must
contain (a) ANF 2D (b) Proof of export of such
yarn during the previous two years i.e. FY, 2008-
09 and FY, 2009-10 (c) certificate from the
concerned Export Promotion Council certifying
that the yarn is Value Added Special Yarn/
Technical Yarn. Export against the licences so
issued must be completed by 31.03.2011.

WEEKLY INDEX OF CHANGES

The BIG's  Easy Reference Customs Tariff 2011-2012 provides eleven columns
making it most user friendly tariff. It provides direct display of classification along with
Basic Customs Duty, Additional Duty of Customs, Special Additional Duty of Customs
and Aggregate Duties applicable for any entry in the Customs Tariff.

The eleven columns provides following details:-

HS Code Level Items Description Unit Basic CVD Spl Total Policy Cntry Prefs Import
CVD Duty Volume

with 2009-10
2+1% (Rs. Crs)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

8437 80 10 --- Flour mill u 7.5 0 4 12.034 Free Np Lk SF Th 12.63
machinery Sg MERC

ASEAN Kr

 Presentation in Single Volume covering 1300 pages

 11 Col Format with Each Tariff Code coving Basic – CVD I – CVD II  Total duty
with Cess  –  Import Policy – Country Preferences – Import 09-10

 Covers February 2011 Budget  Amendments and Changes

 New Customs Procedures under Food Safety and Standards Act, 2006 (FSSAI)

 Courier Imports and Exports (Electronic Declaration and Processing)
Regulations, 2010

 Special Section on Electronics, Hazardous Wastes

 Anti-Dumping Duty and Safeguards Duty Notifications in respective Chapters.

 Country Preferences: Singapore, ASEAN, Thai, SAFTA, SAPTA, Sri Lanka,
Nepal, Chile,  LDCs, Afghanistan, APTA, Korea FTAs

 Import Value 2009-2010 with each Tariff Line

 Import Policy in Each Tariff Line

 Export Policy in Full with Tariff

 Chapterwise Editor's Commentary

BIG’s EASY REFERENCE
CUSTOMS TARIFF
2011-2012

ISBN: 81-86234-45-4; pp:1300; Rs.1240

Our Budget Package 

The Popular 11 Column Format
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BIS Standards
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Free Access for Print Subscribers

News – 23 February 2011
Clean Energy Cess Effective From 1
July 2010
Courier Imports and Exports
(Elect ronic  Declaration and
Processing) Regulations, 2010
Courier Agent too Must Pass the CHA
Examination
Import of Meat and Meat Products
under Advance Authorizat ion –
Sanitary Import Permit from Dept. of
Animal Husbandry Must
IPR Enforcement at the India Border
Now on All Goods for Sale or Use -
Free Import on Goods for use to be
Removed from Notified Date
2.5% Basic Custom Duty Applicable
on Melting Scrap of Stainless Steel
BIS Certificate Must for Galvanised
Steel Sheets
Radial Tyres of Buses and Lorries
Shifted to Free from Restricted List
19 More Lines Opened to Trade with
Myanmar by Land Route at 5% Duty
Second Hand Computers Imports by
Educational Institutions Withdrawn
Exchange Rates for Customs
Valuation  w.e.f February 1, 2011

What's New ...

CUSTOMS Tariff
Database Online
Min. of Finance, Govt. of
India
<more>

Budget 2011
BIG’s Easy Reference

Customs Tariff
2011-2012

Edited by Arun Goyal
ISBN: 81-86234-45-4

Handbook of Customs
Valuation Imports and
Exports: Commentary –
Cases – Legal Texts (Sep
2010 Edn)
by Deepak Kumar

(iii) Export of Cotton Yarn by the 100% Export
Oriented Units (EOUs) in the cotton yarn
sector
Export of cotton yarn by 100% EOUs in the
cotton yarn sector is exempted f rom the
restriction imposed on export of cotton yarn vide
above notifications in terms of para 6.2(a) of
Foreign Trade Policy, 2009-14 which stipulates
that an EOU unit may export all kinds of goods
and services except items that are prohibited in
ITC (HS).
4. The RAs are requested to send a weekly
report of the licences issued for the above
categories addressed to hardeep.singh@nic.in
and daya.shankar@nic.in.
5. This issues with the approval of Director
General of Foreign Trade.

Oinion Exports – MEP of
US$1400/MTs Announced
Subject: Prohibition on export of onion  –
Exemption for export of Bangalore Rose
onions and Krishnapuram onions.

21-Pol.Cir Export of Onions (all
15.02.2011 varieties  including
(DGFT) Bangalore Rose onions and

Krishnapuram  onions)
excluding cut, sl iced or
broken in powder form was
prohibited by Notification
No.13(RE-2010)/2009-14 of
22.12.2010. Subsequently,
through Notification No.19

(RE-2010)/2009-14 of 10.2.2011, export of
Bangalore Rose onions and Krishnapuram
onions was placed in the “Restr icted”
category, so as to allow its export under
licence subject to Minimum Export Price
(MEP) of US $ 1400 per Metric Ton. It was
also notif ied that Onions (all varieties
excluding Bangalore Rose onions and
Krishnapuram onions) excluding cut, sliced
or broken in powder form shall continue to be
prohibited.

2. To facilitate early issue of licences, it has
been decided that intending exporters of
Bangalore Rose and Krishnapuram onion
may seek such licence from their respective
Regional Authorities rather than come to
Headquarter office of DGFT at Delhi. The
applications in prescribed format (ANF 2D)
be made to the Regional Authorities for the
purpose subject to MEP of US $ 1400 per
Metric Ton as prescribed in Notification
No.19(RE-2010)/2009-14 of 10.2.2011.

3. The Regional Authorities are requested to
send a weekly report of the licences issued
for the above categories addressed to
hardeep.singh@nic.in and daya.shankar
@nic.in.

4. This issues with the approval of Director
General of Foreign Trade.
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Zero Duty on Jute Products
from Bangladesh Announced
Ntfn 08 G.S.R.91(E). - In exercise of
14.02.2011 the powers conferred by sub-
(DoR) section (1) of section 25 of the

Customs Act, 1962 (52 of
1962) the Central Government, on being satisfied
that it is necessary in the public interest so to do,
hereby exempts, Jute products falling under
heading 6305   of  the  First  Schedule  to  the
Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975), when
imported from Bangladesh,  from the whole of
the additional duty of customs, leviable thereon
under sub-section (1) of section 3 of the said
Customs Tariff Act.
[F.No.354/22/2011–TRU]

Advance Authorization for
Pharma Products under Non-
Infringing (NI) Process – I
Subject: Guidelines for availment of input
combination for pharmaceutical products
manufactured through Non Infringing (NI)
process.

19-Pol.Cir Trade & Industry belonging to
14.02.2011 Pharmaceutical sector and the
(DGFT) Pharmaceutical Export

Promotion Council have been
representing before Department of Commerce
that neither the Standard Input Output Norm
(SION) notified for the pharmaceutical products
nor the adhoc norms ratified for such products
by DGFT, allow them the actual requirement of
inputs for manufacture of drugs (particularly the
APIs) through Non Infringing (NI) process. Hence
they have been requesting for inputs
combinations based on actual consumption for
such products.
2. The matter was deliberated upon in details
in consultation with the stake holders. It has
also been brought to notice that the product
patent for a number of pharmaceutical products
patented in the country of import, particularly in
the developed markets, have expired or are in
the verge of expiry. However the process patent
still exists for such products. India has great
potential to get a major share of production of
such products adopting a different manufacturing
process (without infringing upon the process
patent) and export such products to those
specific countries. During these discussions, it
has been observed that the Standard Input
Output Norm (SION) or the adhoc norm for an
export product is based on the normal or standard
route of manufacturing and the wastage norms
are based on All Industry Average consumption
data. W hereas manufacturing of a
pharmaceutical product through NI process
(wherein the product patent has expired but the
process patent still exists in the country of
import) entails higher wastage.
3. Foreign Trade Policy (FTP) provisions do
not allow such dispensation. Once a SION has
been notified for a product based on all Industry
average or the adhoc norm for the product is
ratified, inputs and the corresponding quantities
are allowed as per SION or adhoc norms only

Quick Links

Search via HS Code

How to use Customs Tariff Database

Custada Chapters

Custada Country Preferences

Export Tariff

Anti-dumping

Export Jobbing

Export Policy

Non Tariff Database

Country Preferences

Other Links

Contact ABS New Updates

Highlights
The database consists of two sections:

 Main database (updated till Budget
2011-12) on 11,000 plus covers:
All customs duties (including the major
ones basic,
CVD of excise,
CVD of VAT,
Education cess,
150 Anti-dumping  and 7 Safeguards
Actions
Import policy restrictions by DGFT,
Export Tariff, Export Policy
NTBs like labeling, BIS standards,
Country preferences,
Import and export values and quantity
from DGCIS)

 Line wise Tariff for the 13 RTAs and
FTAs such as Sri Lanka, Nepal, ASEAN,
Thailand, China (APTA), Korea giving
effective preferential duties for specific
countries/country groups.

Budget  Package 

www.custadaindia.com Also through www.worldtradescanner.com

Login
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Login
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Next 30 mnts Rs. 200
Annual Subscription With Rs. 20,000
Unlimited Access and Data CD
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ABS Help Desk Service

ABS Consultancy Service provides advisory services on trade matters,
particularly on trade policies and procedures, duty structure, and WTO
issues for international organisations, governments and the private sector
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Customs, Excise, Service Tax

Foreign Trade Policy—DEPB/TPS/VKGUY/FMS/FPS/Negative List

SEZ/EOU/Advance Licence/EPCG

FDI

Tech Trade

Exchange Control, Exchange Rates

Anti-dumping

?   Call ARUN GOYAL Director,  ABS Help Desk Service at 011-2328 1314 (Office
Hours) or  98100 79983 (Mob) for Help on Regulatory Affairs

Membership Service Service Membership
Cat Fee Fee

Gold Free Information Products of ABS NA Rs. 2000 per
namely, Customs Tariff, World Trade year
Scanner with Weekly Index of Changes.
Free Service on update queries.

Platinum Information products free, first priority Case to Rs. 4000 per
in answering queries. Guaranteed 24 hours case year
response time to queries and information.

Diamond First priority in services. Services include Case to Rs. 6000 per
representations, follow up,  preparation of case year
applications, appearance before judicial and
quasi judicial authorities.

Double Complete outsourcing. Our experts Case to Rs. 10000 per
Diamond will work for you according to your needs case year

at all times.

ABS Clients
Indian Cellular Association

Samsung Telecommunications

Manufacturers’ Association for
Information Technology (MAIT)

Ministry of Commerce/DGFT

Ministry of Environment and Forests

Ministry of Finance

Department of Science and Technology

APEDA, New Delhi

World Bank

European Commission DG Trade

World Trade Centre, Mumbai

Hindustan Everest Tools Limited

Rajasthan Spinning & Weaving Mills Ltd

?
and no additional quantity of input (irrespective
of actual consumption) is allowed. Hence the
manufacturer of pharmaceutical products
through NI process, are not entitled for actual
wastage than that of all Industry average of
wastage norms (SION) or adhoc norm,
irrespective of the country of export.
4. In view of above and various in-house
deliberations, it has been decided to incorporate
a new provis ion to allow this  fac ili ty to
pharmaceutical sector subject to fulfillment of
certain specified condition and documentation
thereof. Accordingly Notification No. 22 dated
14.02.2011 and Public Notice No.29 dated
14.02.2011 have been issued, detailing the new
provision stated in paragraph 4.1.3 of FTP,
paragraph 4.7A of the Handbook of Procedure,
Volume 1, introduction of new application form
viz. ANF 4J, Chartered Engineers certificate of
input requirement in Appendix 32C and a new
format in Appendix 23A along with a Central
Excise certificate for actual consumption &
amendment in guidelines for applicants in the
application form (ANF 4F) related to redemption
and Bond waiver.
5. These input combinations under NI process
shall be country specific and exporter specific.
6. Trade & Industry is requested to see the
details of the provision carefully in the aforesaid
Notification and Public Notice on the subject.
Any difficulty in implementation of the aforesaid
guidelines shall be brought to the notice of this
Directorate immediately.
This issues with the approval of DGFT.

Advance Authorization for
Pharma Products under Non-
Infringing (NI) Process – II
Subject:-Amendment of paragraph 4.1.3 of
Foreign Trade Policy (FTP) to allow access to
duty free inputs based on actuals to manufacturer
of pharma products through Non-Infringing
process- regarding.

22-Ntfn(RE) In exercise of powers
14.02.2011 conferred by Section 5, read
(DGFT) along with Section 3(2) of the

Foreign Trade (Development
and Regulation) Act, 1992, also read along with
paragraph 2.1 of Foreign Trade Policy, 2009-
14, the Central Government hereby makes the
following amendments in paragraph 4.1.3 of the
Foreign Trade Policy, 2009-14 (RE-2010):
Existing provision under paragraph 4.1.3:
Advance Authorisation can be issued either to a
manufacturer exporter or merchant exporter
tied to supporting manufacturer(s) for:
i) Physical exports (including exports to SEZ);

and / or
ii) Intermediate supplies; and / or
iii) Supply of goods to the categories

mentioned in paragraph 8.2 (b), (c), (d),
(e), (f), (g), (i) and (j) of FTP;

iv) Supply of ‘stores’ on board of foreign going
vessel / aircraft subject to condition that
there is specific SION in respect of item(s)
supplied.
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Amended sub-paragraph:
Advance Authorisation can be issued either to a
manufacturer exporter or a merchant exporter
tied to supporting manufacturer(s). However,
advance authorisation under paragraph 4.7A of
HBP. v1 (for pharmaceutical products manufac-
tured through Non-Infringing (NI) process) shall
be issued to Manufacturer exporter only.”

Advance Authorisation shall be issued for:
i) Physical exports (including exports to SEZ);

and / or
ii) Intermediate supplies; and / or
iii) Supply of goods to the categories

mentioned in paragraph 8.2 (b), (c), (d),
(e), (f), (g), (i) and (j) of FTP;

iv) Supply of ‘stores’ on board of foreign going
vessel / aircraft subject to condition that
there is specific SION in respect of item(s)
supplied.

2. The Background & effect of this
amendment:
Advance authorisation scheme allows access
to duty free inputs required to manufacture the
export product. Inputs and its quantities are
allowed either as per Standard Input Output

Norms (SION) or adhoc norms, based on
average consumption data of the relevant
industry.

There are certain manufacturing processes
covered under Process Patents. Therefore,
benefit of SION or Adhoc norms for such
products (which are still under Process Patent,
but product patent of which has expired) cannot
be availed by manufacturer, other than the
Patent holder. Such manufacturer, who wish to
manufacture and export the product through a
Non-infringing (NI) Process may require inputs
and input quantities, other than that prescribed
as per existing norms (SION or adhoc norms).
Hence it has been decided to:
(a) Incorporate a new provision as paragraph

4.7A in HBP v1, within the scope of advance
authorisation scheme, to allow this facility
to pharmaceutical sector, subject to
fulfilment of certain specified conditions.

(b) Further, since this facility shall be available
to manufacturer exporters only and not to
the merchant exporters tied to supporting
manufacturer, paragraph 4.1.3 of FTP has
been amended as stated at Sl. No. 1
above.

Officers for Imported Food
Clearances Notified

The Food Safety and Standards
Authority of India, (FSSAI), U/s 47(5)

FSS Act 2006, has notified Authorized
Officer for Kolkata, Chennai, Mumbai( both
air and sea) and CONCOR-ICD,ICD
Patpargunj, Delhi, I.G. International Airport,
Delhi, for Imported Food Clearances,
w.e.f.1st March 2011. Such authorized
officers will also take over responsibilities
of safety of Imported Food being performed
by the Port Health officer so far.

It may be recalled that The Food Safety
and Standards Authority of India was
established under the Food Safety and
Standards Act, 2006 as a statutory body
under the administrative control of Ministry
for Health and Family Welfare, for laying
down science based standards for articles
of food and regulating manufacturing,
processing, distribution, sale and import of
food.

A complete rollout of the various
provisions of FSS Act 2006, with appro-
priate regulations is expected shortly.

Canada Calls for WTO Panel in Seal Dispute with EU

Canada has decided to proceed with its
WTO case against the European Union’s

ban on trade in seal products by filing for the
creation of a panel to adjudicate the dispute.

The case dates back to November 2009,
when Ottawa  requested consultations, the first
step in the WTO dispute settlement process,
with the EU over a regulation (EC No. 1007/
2009) banning the importation of seal products
from commercial sealing operations - like those
in Canada - which it deems “inherently cruel”
and “inhumane.” The ban took effect in August
2010 and subsequent consultations have failed

to resolve the dispute.
Canadian Fisheries Minister Gail Shea said

when announcing the panel request last Friday
that the challenge is “a matter of principle.”
Calling the seal hunt “humane” and an example
of “responsible use,” she stressed the impact
the ban would have on the livelihoods of the
some 6000 Canadian families that depend on
sealing.

Canada has long argued that scientific data
in support of the EU’s perception of the seal
hunt is lacking - a key requirement for such a
ban under W TO rules.  The Canadian

government claims the seal hunt is a legitimate
economic pursuit.

The humaneness of the hunt is also contested
in Canada, where some animal r ights
organisations side with the EU.  They criticise
Ottawa’s decision to proceed with the case at
the WTO saying it wastes millions of taxpayer
dollars and tarnishes Canada’s image.

Also factoring into the debate surrounding
the dispute is whether it could jeopardise ongoing
negotiations on a free trade agreement between
Canada and the EU.  Shea, however, dismissed
suggestions that Canada was putting industries
much larger than the tiny sealing sector at risk
by pursuing the case.  “We don’t expect that this
will have any effect whatsoever,” she said,
telling reporters that “both sides have agreed
that this issue will be resolved outside the free
trade agreement process and will be resolved at
the WTO.”

Ottawa’s request will be heard at the next
meeting of the DSB to be held 24 February. The 
EU can block the first request, but cannot do so
a second time.

Canadian Inuit groups, who have pursued a
parallel action against the ban through the EU’s
own court system, praised Ottawa for contesting
the seal ban at the WTO last Friday.  While the
EU regulation contains certain exemptions for
traditional Inuit hunts, the groups argue that the
ban would still severely impact their livelihoods. 
The EU court ruled against the Inuit last October,
but the groups behind the case are planning an
appeal.
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